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Then, in Tang Yun’s panic eyes, she actually hugged her whole.

“I said, from now on, no one can move you the slightest.”

“This dragon master promises, will he abandon you?”

Mark’s faint words echoed slowly.

Tang Yun was startled immediately.

At that moment, Tang Yun only felt that she was tightly wrapped in a solid chest.

It seems that the cruising duckweed has found a harbor to lean on.

An inexplicable sense of stability, like a tide, swept through Tang Yun’s entire heart.

However, this strange feeling only lasted for a while.

Soon, Tang Yun blushed with a pretty face, and she couldn’t help struggling in Mark’s arms.

“Asshole, you let me go~” m.

Tang Yun pretty blushed, especially after feeling the strange gazes of Mo Gucheng and others ahead, Tang
Yun was even more shy and impatience, almost impenetrable.

To Mark, that was extremely complaining.

This big bastard, just hug yourself when no one is there.

But so many people are watching.

He was so swaggering to hold himself in his arms.

This makes her how to behave like Tang Yun in the future?

However, since he hugged him, how could Mark let go.

On the contrary, the more Tang Yun struggled, the tighter Mark hugged.



“This this..”

“This kid, okay.. What a daring bravery.”

“Unexpectedly, take advantage of the Chumen sect master?”

This scene undoubtedly saw Juggernaut and others.

Mo Gucheng even stared at his eyes and shouted in an unbelievable manner.

Tang Hao was too shocked to speak.

As for Ye Qingtian, his eyes were almost stark.

What he wanted to do all his life was something he didn’t dare to do, but Mark did it easily.

However, this is not the time to be surprised at this.

Seeing that Mark was already holding Tang Yun and preparing to leave, Mo Gucheng, the King of Fighters,
couldn’t help it.

“This stinky boy seems to have made up his mind and is going to be an enemy of my hot summer.”

“If this is the case, we are still hesitating.”

“Just slaughter him together.” Mo Gucheng snorted coldly.

But Tang Hao didn’t give up, still persuading him.

“Mark, do you really want to persevere?”

“He killed so many people.”

“Do you really want to risk the world and put yourself in a place of infidelity?”

“You really want to live up to what the God of War has done to you? Looking forward to it?”

Tang Hao shouted.

Hearing this, Mark stopped moving forward.

He turned his back to Ye Qingtian and his back to Tang Hao, and whispered back: “I’m sorry, other things
can be discussed, but Yu Yun, I won’t allow anyone to hurt.”

“Huh?”

“Yu Yun?”

“What are you talking about?”



“I think you are the one who admitted the wrong.”

“You don’t know yet, who are you saving today?” Tang Hao was stunned when he heard Mark’s words.
Frozen, explained immediately.

“Mark, don’t be deceived by this demon.”

“Don’t look at her brilliantly talented and alluring country. But her true identity is a murderous demon, a
demon who has made the world’s martial arts world fearful.

” That year, she belongs to Truman, the world killing millions of people. ” “

they are the hands, stained with blood of many more summer I martial arts predecessors. ” “

now, she slaughtered my summer one hundred thousand people. ” “

this crime Vamp Zhaozhao, the waves of the East Vietnam Sea are endless evil, and the bamboo books of
Nanshan are endless!”

“She deserves ten thousand deaths~”

“Shut up!” Tang Hao’s words just fell, but Mark suddenly drank.

In the deep eyes, an edge flashed by, “I don’t care how you look at her, but in my place today, no one can
touch her at all.”

Boom~ The

words were sharp and filled with ice and snow.

“Mark, do you want to think clearly?” Sword Saint asked coldly with a cold face.

“Your decision now is tantamount to being an enemy of the Wushen Temple, an enemy of the Yanxia
Martial Arts, and an enemy of these hundreds of millions of people!”

Chapter 3107

The words of the Juggernaut echoed slowly in this world.

A few sentences, but they are almost of the utmost importance.

If it’s someone else, it might have been scared by Juggernaut’s words long ago that his face paled, right?

After all, Juggernaut said too much.

It was tantamount to directly giving Markan a crime of infidelity, abandoning the country and treason.

Put Mark on the opposite side of the hot summer.



Who can afford such a crime?

However, when Mark faced Sword Saint’s words, not only did he not show the slightest panic, he shook his
head and chuckled.

“Juggernaut, you do not have to take the temple military pressure me, I take summer press, not to pressure
me to take that one hundred thousand lives.”

“How thousands of people, millions, so what.” “Is

that you take the people of the world press I, in my eyes, are not as good as her alone!”

Mark said this categorically, with endless sharpness and firmness in his eyebrows.

At this time, the young man looked like an unsheathed sword, and Binghan’s words were nothing but a
howling sword aura, so fierce and violent, it was impossible to look directly at it.

“Shut up!”

“Asshole thing, how dare you say such a rebellious remark?”

“You have no guilt in your heart because I have cultivated you for so many years in the summer?”

“You deserve to die!” The

King of Fighters shouted angrily, Tang Hao The others are also extremely ugly.

Even the god of war Ye Qingtian, above his old face, was full of disappointment.

Obviously, Ye Qingtian didn’t expect that the boy who was full of ambitions with his family and the world
in mind would become unprincipled now.

For the sake of a master of Truman, he even ignored his family and country’s righteousness.

For a time, the atmosphere here has become tense.

It seems that in the next moment, the Juggernaut and others will gather and attack Mark.

But Mark seemed to have not felt the crisis facing him at this time. He didn’t pay attention to the anger of
the King of Fighters and others at all. He just hugged the beautiful woman in his arms and walked slowly
towards the distance.

“Ye… Mark, let me go.”

“Take me, I… none of us can go.”

Perhaps because of the serious injury, Tang Yun was already very weak at this time.

The pretty face was pale like a piece of white paper.

Even consciousness began to blur.



But even so, Tang Yun still worked hard to keep herself awake, repeatedly persuading Mark to let go of
herself.

Mark smiled softly: “Fool, I, Chu Tianfan, even if I let go of this world, I won’t let you go.”

This world is big, but Mark’s world is very small.

Since childhood, Mark’s world has contained very few people.

For so many years, he has cultivated so hard and has become stronger desperately.

Not for power, fame, or status.

What he asks is just to protect the one he loves, peace and joy.

I have the ability to provide shelter to the people I want to protect when they are in danger.

Yes, the young man in front of him is only pursuing such a little.

Moreover, he has been practicing these all his life.

Before, why did Mark wash Jiangbei with blood in his anger?

Even though the Temple of Wushen Temple begged for mercy, Mark still ruthlessly flattened Lu Family.

It is because what the Lu family did has touched the principles and bottom line that Mark adhered to in this
life.

Today, Tang Yun is likely to have children for him.

The mother of his child, how could Mark stand by and ignore her.

Mark is not a saint, nor does he want to be a saint.

He is just a mortal with flesh and blood. He doesn’t understand the righteousness of family and country, nor
does he understand the feelings of saving the world. He only knows that there is a family to have a country.

What he wants in this life is to protect the one he loves, to be safe and happy.

“Don’t worry, I said I will take you away safely, so naturally I won’t break my promise.”

“If one person blocks me, I will kill one person.”

“If ten people block me, I will kill ten people.”

“If the world blocks me , I will kill all the people in the world.”
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